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Abstract

Background: Despite the well‐known association between anxiety and risk‐avoidant
decision making, it is unclear how pathological anxiety biases risk learning. We

propose a Bayesian inference model with bias parameters of prior, learning, and

perception during risk learning in individuals with pathological anxiety.

Methods: Patients with panic disorder (PD, n = 40) and healthy control subjects

(n = 84) completed the balloon analog risk task (BART). By fitting our computational

model of three bias parameters (prior belief, learning rate, and perceptual bias) to

the participants' behavior, we estimated the degree of bias in risk learning and its

relationship with anxiety symptoms.

Results: Relative to the healthy control subjects, the pathologically anxious participants

exhibited a biased underestimation of perceptual evidence rather than differences in

priors and learning rates. The degree of perceptual bias was correlated with the anxiety

and depression symptom severity in the patients with PD. Furthermore, our proposed

model was the winning model for BART data in an external data set from different

patient groups.

Conclusions: Our results showed that individuals with pathological anxiety demonstrate

perceptual bias in evidence accumulation, which may explain why patients with anxiety

overestimate risk in their daily lives. This clarification highlights the importance of in-

terventions focusing on perceptual bias, such as enhancing the clarity of favorable out-

come probabilities.

K E YWORD S

anxiety/anxiety disorders, assessment/diagnosis, behavior therapy, cognition, panic attacks/

agoraphobia

1 | INTRODUCTION

Clinically anxious patients show greater risk aversion than control

subjects, and this risk aversion may be a trait feature of anxiety

(Charpentier et al., 2017; Giorgetta et al., 2012; Maner et al., 2007). The

risk‐avoidant behaviors of patients with anxiety have been shown by

their decision biases that occur in neuroeconomic studies in which

participants need to learn optimal or normative behavior (Hartley &

Phelps, 2012). A bias toward the overestimation of the probability of

negative events or threat, which has been demonstrated across a range

of anxiety disorders as well as in animal models of anxiety (Butler &

Mathews, 1983; Lucock & Salkovskis, 1988; Salmeto et al., 2011), may

precede inappropriate risk taking since optimal decisions should be

based on unbiased estimates of the probability of outcomes and their
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payoffs (Marshall et al., 2013). Additionally, cognitive biases in learning,

such as biased expected value calculations or deficient safety learning,

have been suggested to explain the etiology of anxiety disorders (Grupe

& Nitschke, 2013; Mathews et al., 1997; Mineka & Zinbarg, 2006). Since

these biases are theorized to maintain anxiety (Nelson et al., 2010),

identifying what aspect of this process is specifically impaired during

anxiety patients’ risk learning is important because it can provide a clue

about the etiology as well as serve as a target for cognitive therapies.

Recently, computational modeling of behavior has provided the

ability to probe the algorithms underlying behavior and more pre-

cisely understand the effect of illnesses. Using a modeling approach,

it has been shown that human behavior can be described by Bayesian

models and that the models can track how an observer's beliefs

should evolve during learning based on repeated observations

(Forstmann & Wagenmakers, 2015; O'Reilly et al., 2012). In the

terms of Bayesian theory, people have their own beliefs expressed in

probability distribution that are called priors. Furthermore, current

observations can be combined with the prior, and combining the

current observation with the prior provides a posterior distribution

that is an updated belief (Figure 1a). We hypothesized that the

Bayesian learning of risk probability would be biased in patients with

anxiety. We suggest three possible causes of impaired or suboptimal

updates during risk learning. First, patients with anxiety, compared to

control subjects, might place relatively lower weight on sensory

evidence than the prior, resulting in a lower learning rate (Figure 1b).

This can also be stated as the patients with anxiety having bias in the

precision of the likelihood. Second, the prior belief of the patients

may have shifted toward risk, and therefore, the patients need many

more observations than healthy people to learn the optimal ways to

respond (Figure 1c). Lastly, patients with anxiety might have per-

ceptual bias, which may result in an underestimation of the evidence

of safety from the sensory observation. For example, patients with

F IGURE 1 Possible hypothetical causes of impaired risk learning in anxiety patients from a Bayesian learning perspective and the
corresponding simulated behavior in the balloon analog risk task (BART) task. (a) A Bayesian learner has the prior belief on “how risky a thing is”

(i.e., the probability of a balloon bursting in the BART), which is represented by the red line. The blue line indicates the perceived observation
(data), and the black line indicates the appropriately updated posterior distribution of the Bayesian learner's belief. (b) It is a schematic drawing
of what happens if a patient with anxiety shows a bias and places too little weight (precision) on incoming evidence. (c) It shows what happens if

an anxiety patient has a negatively biased prior and (d) describes a situation in which an anxiety patient has bias in perception (mean) of the
observation. All three hypotheses (Figures b‐d) can result in inappropriate, lower posterior distributions than “a”. On the right side of the figure,
the plots show the mean of 500 iterations of simulated behavior with the parameters “bLearning,” “prior,” and “bPerception” changed.
Meanwhile, all other parameters are fixed. A decrease in any of the three parameters results in less pumping of the balloon, but the patterns

differ. As the “bLearning” increases from 0.5 to 0.8, the speed of learning changes, meaning that more trials are needed to learn. When changing
the “prior,” the starting point (blue arrows) is affected by this parameter. The last plot shows that changing the “bPerception” results in changes
in asymptotic (ceiling) height with the same starting points and learning rate
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anxiety show a bias toward negative interpretations of ambiguous

stimuli or a perception of an increased likelihood of the occurrence of

negative events, contributing to negative representations of sensory

evidence (Figure 1d; Hartley & Phelps, 2012; Mathews et al., 1997;

Muris et al., 2000). This phenomenon can be interpreted as anxiety

and worry biasing the internal representations of the sensory evi-

dence, or it can manifest as a bias in the mean of the likelihood

(Bateson, 2016; Hirsch & Mathews, 2012).

Here, we adapted a widely used risk‐taking task (Lejuez

et al., 2002)—known as the balloon analog risk‐taking task (BART)—

to clearly separate the underlying cause of maladaptive risk learning

in groups of healthy and anxious individuals. By modeling partici-

pants’ behavior with a computational model derived from Bayesian

learning theory, we were able to adequately estimate and separate

these processes, hypothesizing that relative to healthy control sub-

jects, pathologically anxious individuals would exhibit increased risk

aversion due to biases in the learning process.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Participants

A total of 124 subjects, including 84 healthy subjects and 40 patients

with panic disorder (PD), participated in our experiment. The clinical

samples were diagnosed with PD by a psychiatrist (Kyoung‐Uk Lee)

according to DSM‐5 criteria and were recruited from outpatients

who visited the psychiatric clinic or inpatients who were admitted to

the psychiatric ward of the Uijeongbu St. Mary's Hospital from

November 2014 to August 2017 (American Psychiatric Associa-

tion, 2013). The patients who were medically unstable due to un-

controlled illness (e.g., cardiovascular, hepatic, renal, pulmonary,

immunologic, and endocrinologic disease), who had severe neurologic

disease (e.g., dementia, epilepsy, and organic brain disorder) or neu-

rodevelopmental disorder (e.g., intellectual disability and autism

spectrum disorder), or who had acute or severe mental illness (e.g.,

acute psychosis, schizophrenia, and manic episode of bipolar dis-

order) were excluded. Among the 40 patients who voluntarily agreed

to participate and fully completed the questionnaires and experi-

ments, 9 subjects also had comorbid generalized anxiety disorder

(GAD). We specify the details of the medications and diagnosis of the

clinical sample in the supplementary materials (Table S1). Healthy

volunteers were recruited though advertisement at the Catholic

University of Korea and Sogang University from November 2014 to

September 2017. The healthy individuals completed a self‐report
questionnaire and those without any current/past history of neuro-

logic and psychiatric disorders, were included. All subjects in both

groups were Korean whose ages ranged from 20 to 69. Each parti-

cipants received basic compensation of 20,000 won (approximately

20 US dollars) and no additional payment was given based on task

performance. Written informed consent was provided by all just

before participating in the experimental task, and the task was per-

formed in one visit. This research was approved by the Institutional

Review Boards of the Catholic University of Korea, Uijeongbu St.

Mary's Hospital (UC14FISI0108), and was conducted in accordance

with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2 | Procedure: Balloon analog risk task

After agreeing to participate in the experiment, all participants

completed a series of self‐report questionnaires, such as the State‐
Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) and Beck's Depression Inventory‐II
(BDI‐II), before performing the task (Figure 2a). The specific de-

scriptions of the instruments are explained in the supplementary

material and method section. The task was performed in the ex-

perimental room near the outpatient office for the patient and a

quiet meeting room at the Catholic University of Korea and Sogang

University, which had a similar environment to the experimental

room in the hospital. The participants were seated in front of the

computer and speakers with fixed sound volume that indicated the

exploding balloon or obtaining the cash reward, and they had a

practice session with two trials of the experimental task. Finally, the

subjects conducted the BART for approximately 20min.

The BART, which was first introduced by Lejuez et al. (2002) is a

widely utilized behavioral task to assess one's risk‐taking propensity and
impulsivity. The subjects performed 30 trials of the BART by using

E‐prime 2 implementation of the task adapted in previous

articles (first used in Pleskac & Wershbale, 2014 and developed by

David McFarlane). For each trial, the image of a balloon was shown to

the participants who were instructed to choose either to inflate the

balloon by pressing the “p” key on the keyboard or to stop the trial and

receive cash by pressing the “q” key. If a participant selected the option

of increasing the balloon size and it did not pop, then 10 points were

added to the temporary bank that was displayed on the bottom right

side of the screen. In contrast, if a subject chose to cash out, a screen

appeared telling them how many points they had earned for that trial;

all points in the temporary bank were then added to their total points

(Figure 2b). However, if the balloon exploded before a participant

cashed out, a screen appeared with an exploding balloon along with

popping sound and a note that the cumulated points in the temporary

bank were lost (Figure 2c). Despite the loss of points in the temporary

bank, the total points remained across trials and on the screen

throughout the task. The probability that the balloon would explode

increased linearly from 1/128 on the first pump to 1/1 on the 128th

pump in each trial, which makes pumping the balloon 64 times the

optimal behavior, although previous research has suggested that

participants typically pump about half this amount (Lejuez et al., 2002;

Pleskac & Wershbale, 2014; Rolison et al., 2012).

2.3 | Behavioral data analysis

The risk‐taking behavior (balloon pumping) was analyzed using three

metrics as previously suggested (Ashenhurst et al., 2011). The

adjusted mean pumps (AMP), which is the average number of pumps
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for the balloons that did not explode, was used as a variable of risk‐
taking propensity. A measure of performance variability (VARAMP)

was calculated using the within‐subject intertrial variability of pumps

at “cash out”, divided by AMP. Additionally, the postfailure mean

pumps (PFMP) were calculated by averaging the number of pumps on

trials immediately following a trial failure (balloon explosion). The

statistical tests for the behavioral data, participant demographics and

measurement scales were performed in SPSS (version 25; IBM Corp.,

Armonk, NY). For the above statistical tests, p values less than 0.05

are considered significant, and p values (.05 < p < .10) are reported as

marginally significant. The correlation coefficient (r) values used in

the statistical analyses were interpreted as follows: poor (≤0.3), fair

(.3 < r ≤ .6), moderate (.6 < r ≤ .8), strong (.8 < r; Chan, 2003).

A computational modeling approach was used to find the set of

parameter values that best accounted for the actual behavioral data for

a given hypothetical model. Wallsten et al. (2005) presented a number

of models that made different assumptions about the details of the

decision process during the BART task, and for the model that best fit

the data, it was hypothesized that the participant had beta‐distributed
prior probability of balloon bursting and optimally updated the prob-

ability with experience (i.e., trials) using Bayes’ rule. According to the

model (van Ravenzwaaij et al., 2011), the participant updated the belief

of how likely a balloon would burst in trial k by the following:
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where npumps denotes the number of pumps at trial k and nsuccess

denotes the number of successful pumps; so if the balloon did not

explode at trial k, the npumps and nsuccess at that trial would be the

same. The fraction of a0 and m0 (a0/m0) is the prior belief of a par-

ticipant regarding the probability that the balloon will not explode,

which also means the probability that the participant will pump. For

example, if an imaginary participant has latent parameters a0 = 7 and

m0 = 10, his or her prior belief about how likely a balloon will burst by

pumping equals 1 − 7/10 = 0.3. Suppose that on the first trial, the

participant pumps twice and the balloon bursts, then the participant's

new belief about the bursting probability would be 1 − (7 + 1)/

(10 + 2) ≅ 0.33.

We renamed the last term in Equation 1 prisk (representing how

much risk a participant would take), and the Bayesian updating of this

prisk term (β distribution) can be rewritten as follows

(Kruschke, 2014):
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We decomposed the prisk term into two parts (the data and the

prior parts) to take our hypothesis about bias into account. We

reparameterized Equation 2 with “Bias” terms, which can be written

as follows:

F IGURE 2 Schematic flow of the experimental procedure. (a) All participants initially completed the questionnaires, including the State‐Trait
Anxiety Inventory (STAI) and Beck's Depression Inventory (BDI‐II). Then, each subject conducted 30 trials (1 balloon per trial) of the balloon
analog risk‐taking (BART) task. (b,c) They depict a single trial of BART in the case of success in cashing out and the case when the balloon bursts,
respectively. If the participant stops pumping up the balloon before it pops, the accumulated points in the temporary bank, which is increased by

10 points per pump, are added to the total points (b). In contrast, if the balloon pops before cashing out, then no points are added, but the total
points are maintained (c)
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The “Perceptual bias" (we denote “bPerception”) term represents the

biased underestimation mean of the observation and can be

between 0 and 1. As a metaphor, we can suggest a biased person

watching coin flipping with heads as the winning side. If the person has a

“bPerception” term of 0.8, even if he or she watches the coin land on

heads 5 of 10 times (sensory evidence), his or her bias would discount the

success rate and make him or her perceive as if he or she watched

5/10 ×0.8 = 40% chance of winning. Lower “bPerception” values indicate

more pessimism or negative bias. This is partly similar to the decision

weight function in prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 2013), in terms

of capturing the idea that people tend to underreact to large

probabilities. From a behavioral perspective, lower “bPerception” terms

result in lowering the ceiling of risk‐taking behavior (i.e., balloon pumping;

detailed simulated behavior in Figure 1d). The ‘Learning bias" (we denote

“bLearning”) term represents the underestimation of the precision

of the observed data, and smaller “bLearning” values indicate that

more trials are needed to reach the equilibrium level (Figure 1b).

The Wallsten et al. (2005) model suggested that the participant

determined the optimal number of pumps per balloon, and the number of

pumps that the participant considered optimal on trial k, ωk, also

depended on the participant's likelihood of risk taking, γ+, which is given

by the following:
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Finally, the probability that the participant will pump on trial k

for pump opportunity l is determined using a logistic function with

the decision temperature term β:
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We included the original model suggested by Wallsten et al.

(2005) as model 1 (graphical notation is in Figure S2A). The main

reason for reparameterizing was to include our specific hypothetical

biases into the model and dissociate these biases. We added several

models based on possible biases previously mentioned. With the

simulation analysis, we found that the γ+ term affected a participant's

behavior related to the prior, as well as affected the two other bias

terms (Figure S1). Based on that simulation, we decided to fix the

risk‐taking parameter to a constant and named this model as model 2.

Additionally, the ratio of the a0 and m0 parameters in the original

model is responsible for the “prior”; meanwhile, their volume

captures the “learning rate,” and we chose to separate these terms

and fix into a rate. Model 2 has 4 free parameters: “prior,”

“bLearning,” “bPerception” and “β” (graphical notation is in Figure

S2B). For model comparison, we added model 3, which has the “γ+”

term but not the “bPerception” parameter, which is similar to model

1 since model 1 did not converge during the model fitting process

(R̂ in Table 2). We also included model 4, which has the same

parameters as model 2, and the risk‐taking parameter γ+ as the free

parameter. Last, we included an expectancy‐valence model as model

5 since the model showed comparable model fit in a previous report

(Rolison et al., 2012). Table 2 summarizes the five models that we

compared and the parameters that they have.

2.4 | Bayesian parameter estimation and model
comparison

To estimate best‐fitting parameters, all models were fitted in-

dividually using Markov Chain Monte Carlo as implemented in

JAGS (Plummer, 2003) with the “matjags” interface (https://github.

com/msteyvers/matjags) for MATLAB 2017b (The MathWorks,

Inc., Natick, MA). For each model, we ran three chains with a burn‐
in period of 2000 samples 3000 further samples were then

retained for analysis. Chain convergence was assessed via the

R̂ statistic, where we considered R̂ < 1.1 as an acceptable value

(Gelman & Rubin, 1992). Relative model comparisons were per-

formed via the deviance information criterion (DIC), a measure

that balances goodness of fit against model complexity and lower

values indicate a better fit (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002). In addition,

we calculated the leave‐one‐out information criterion (LOOIC)

using the R package “loo” to compare between models, and the

LOOIC is a more robust and fully Bayesian criterion for estimating

out‐of‐sample expectations, using the computed log pointwise

posterior predictive density and balances for overfitting (Gelman

et al., 2014; Vehtari et al., 2017). We next ran a parameter

recovery test and a posterior predictive check of the winning

model with parameters set to those from the winning model (i.e.,

posterior predictives are computer simulated data that are pro-

duced by parameters drawn from the posterior distribution). The

mean posterior distribution was used as the representative para-

meter value. For the parameter recovery simulation, we simulated

the data with point estimates of posterior means for each fitted

parameter for each subject and fit the model to this simulated data

to try to “recover” the parameters. For the posterior predictive

check, we ran 500 simulations for each subject and plotted the

simulated data to mimic actual data. A more detailed description of

the model specification is provided in the supplementary material

and methods section.

2.5 | Validation of the model using an external
data set

To validate our model's generalizability to a different clinical popu-

lation, we tested on an open BART data set acquired from clinical

populations with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD,

42 subjects), schizophrenia (49 subjects), and bipolar disorder

(48 subjects; Poldrack et al., 2016). More details in the validation

methods and results are provided in the Supporting Information

results section.
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3 | RESULT

3.1 | Basic analysis of symptoms and behavior

As expected, the anxiety patient group reported significantly higher

symptoms of trait anxiety (STAI) and depressive symptoms (BDI‐II)
relative to controls (Table 1, upper rows). The pathological anxiety

group showed lower mean AMP, VARAMP, and PFMP, but there was

no significant difference between the two groups (Table 1, middle

rows). Additionally, there were no significant correlations between

the behavioral measures and the STAI or BDI scale scores or

between the benzodiazepine equivalent dosage of the medication of

the patients and each parameter of our winning model.

3.2 | Behavioral model selection and validation

In terms of DIC and LOOIC, the winning model (the model with the

lowest values) was model 2 (Table 2, upper part). When fitted

separately for the healthy control and PD groups, model 2 again

showed the lowest DIC and LOOIC values, suggesting that model 2

was the best model for each specific group (Table 2, middle and

lower part). For the parameter recovery test, we calculated the

correlations between the recovered and simulated parameters The

parameters “prior,” “bPerception,” and “temperature” showed

strong correlations (r = .958, .801, and .973, respectively), and the

“bLearning” parameter showed a fair correlation (r = .556;

Figure 3a–d). Since the correlation between the simulated and

recovered parameters of “bLearning” is low, we further checked

whether a correlation exists between the parameters and simu-

lation. There was no remarkable trade‐off between the parameters

with the simulation analysis. More detailed results are provided in

the supplementary results section and Figure S3. As a check of the

model fit, we plotted the posterior predictive data against the

behavioral data in Figure 3e. On the whole, model 2 fit overlaps

the distribution of the behavioral data. The posterior predictive

values of the other behavioral measures (AMP, PFMP, and

VARAMP) were also calculated (Figure S4). The posterior pre-

dictive value showed significant correlation between all the be-

havioral measures except mean pumps (AMP: r = .35, p < .001;

PFMP: r = .60, p < .001; VARAMP: r = .62, p < .001). Moreover, we

externally validated the models with publicly available data, and

model 2 was the winning model with the BART data from parti-

cipants with adult ADHD, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, in

terms of LOOIC (Table S2).

3.3 | Association between anxiety symptoms and
model parameters

Among the 4 parameters in winning model 2, only the “bPerception”

parameter significantly differed between the healthy control and

pathological anxiety groups (Figure 4a). The difference remained

marginally significant after controlling for age (t = 1.78; p = .076).

Additionally, the “bPerception” parameter showed a significant

negative correlation with the SAI and BDI scores within the patho-

logical anxiety group (SAI: r = −0.39; p = .013; BDI: r = −.32; p = .043;

Figure 4b,c). The more negative biased perception of sensory

TABLE 1 Demographic and behavioral measure characteristics

Pathologically anxious
individuals (40) Healthy controls (84) Statistics

Age 42.33 ± 8.13 33.27 ± 11.45 t = −4.68, p < .001*

Women:Men 26:14 52:32 χ2 = 0.018, p = .893

SAI 46.90 ± 10.43 38.65 ± 8.01 t = −4.42, p < .001*

TAI 48.98 ± 8.62 42.77 ± 7.24 t = −4.19, p < .001*

BDI‐II 14.28 ± 10.20 7.14 ± 5.42 t = −4.14, p < .001*

AMP 23.02 ± 10.31 24.89 ± 9.91 t = 0.959, p = .339

VARAMP 11.17 ± 8.36 11.24 ± 6.11 t = 0.056, p = .955

PFMP 29.99 ± 15.02 33.97 ± 11.16 t = 1.65, p = .102

“prior” 0.878 ± 0.09 0.883 ± 0.09 t = 0.44, p = .656

“bLearning” 0.356 ± 0.12 0.363 ± 0.01 t = 0.36, p = .720

“bPerception” 0.752 ± 0.16 0.813 ± 0.11 t = 2.40, p = .018*

“β” 0.106 ± 0.17 0.065 ± 0.08 t = −1.87, p = .065

Note: For the parameter estimates, the values represent the mean (±standard deviation) of the estimated posterior mean estimates for each individual.

Abbreviations: AMP, adjusted mean pumps; BDI‐II, Beck Depression Inventory; PFMP, postfailure mean pumps; SAI, State Anxiety Inventory; TAI, Trait

Anxiety Inventory; VARAMP, variability measure of performance.

*p < .05.
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evidence was related to the severity of state anxiety. The correlation

with TAI was only marginal (r = −.282; p = .078). Since the age of the

subjects significantly differed between the two groups, we in-

vestigated the correlations when controlling for age and obtained

similar results (partial correlation between SAI and “bPerception”:

r = −.37; p = .017; partial correlation between BDI and “bPerception”:

r = −.34; p = .035). The correlation also remained significant after

controlling for the diagnosis of GAD (partial correlation between SAI

and “bPerception”: r = −.37; p = .017; partial correlation between BDI

and “bPerception”: r = −.31; p = .053). There were also no significant

differences in four parameters between the sexes in each group.

We additionally investigated whether the model parameters

estimated from model 1 corresponded to our hypothesis or symptom

severity in the patients with anxiety. Since the JAGS model we fitted

could not converge, we estimated the model 1 parameter values for

each subject using the “hBayesDM” package in R (Ahn et al., 2017),

which simplifies the implementation of hierarchical Bayesian para-

meter estimation using STAN (Carpenter et al., 2017). The package

also slightly modified the Wallsten et al. (2005) modeling and

estimated “phi” (prior belief of balloon not bursting), “eta” (updating

rate), “gam” (risk‐taking parameter), and “tau” (inverse temperature),

which was similar to our model 3. When estimated with the

“hBayesDM” package, the pathological anxiety group showed higher

“phi” and “gam” parameters, which is very unlikely to occur in anxiety

patients during cognitive processing. When we fitted the model

separately for each group and compared the differences in the

hyperparameters in a Bayesian fashion (calculating 95% highest

density intervals, HDIs), all HDIs for the parameters overlapped zero,

showing that there were no meaningful differences between the

groups. Additionally, none of the parameters showed a significant

correlation with the behavioral measures or scales.

4 | DISCUSSION

Using computational Bayesian learning models and parameter estimation,

our reparameterized model shows that pathologically anxious individuals

seemed to have a pessimistic bias in the evidence accumulation process

during learning. There is previous evidence that this kind of pessimistic or

negative bias (“bPerception” in the model) in the representation of

sensory evidence exists in anxiety patients. Anxiety patients showed a

bias toward negative interpretations of ambiguous stimuli (Mathews &

MacLeod, 2005), or the anxiety seemed to have the effect of ex-

aggerating the output evaluation system for threatening stimuli and a

TABLE 2 Model specification, convergence metric, and relative fit for the entire sample (upper part), and the healthy control (middle part)
and panic disorder (lower part) groups

Model description

Number of

parameters R̂ DIC LOOIC

Model 1 (Wallsten

et al., 2005): γ β+a m, , ,0 0

4 5.4994 14498 19838

Model 2: prior, bLearning, bPerception

and β

4 1.0136 13561 18565

Model 3: prior, bLearning, γ+ and β 4 1.0615 14852 45698

Model 4: Model 2 with γ+ 5 1.8907 13762 18684

Model 5: Expectancy‐valence Model 4 1.0425 17973 25364

Model 1 (Wallsten

et al., 2005): γ β+a m, , ,0 0

4 1.1351 9780 14012

Model 2: prior, bLearning, bPerception

and β

4 1.0957 9760 13220

Model 3: prior, bLearning, γ+ and β 4 1.0037 19970 29376

Model 4: Model 2 with γ+ 5 1.2025 9950 13323

Model 5: Expectancy‐valence Model 4 1.0202 9985 18336

Model 1 (Wallsten

et al., 2005): γ β+a m, , ,0 0

4 4.4774 4089 6064

Model 2: prior, bLearning, bPerception

and β

4 1.0103 3807 5577

Model 3: prior, bLearning, γ+ and β 4 1.0092 4194 13676

Model 4: Model 2 with γ+ 5 1.0290 3872 5589

Model 5: Expectancy‐valence Model 4 1.0504 5057 7512

Note: The lowest value is displayed in bold.

Abbreviations: DIC, deviance information criterion; LOOIC, leave‐one‐out information criterion.
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shift in the interpretation of uncertain situations (Mathews et al., 1997).

In our model, this “bPerception” parameter showed significant correla-

tions with state anxiety symptoms in patients. This finding is in line with

theories suggested by previous articles investigating risk taking and an-

xiety. It is clear that excessive fear and worry influence clinically anxious

individuals’ risk‐avoidant decision making, such as behavioral aberrations

in the face of potential negative outcomes (Hartley & Phelps, 2012).

There have been several theories that try to explain “pessimistic

bias,” and by virtue of computational modeling, we were able to

isolate a candidate mechanism (Bateson, 2016). In our simulation

F IGURE 3 Parameter recovery simulation and posterior predictive of the biased Bayesian learning model (model 2). (a–d) Parameter
recovery for model 2 shows fairly good agreement between the simulated and the four fit parameter values. The blue dots indicate the
posterior mean of the healthy controls (n = 84), and the red asterisks indicate the posterior mean of the anxiety patients (n = 40). (e) It shows

averaged balloon pumps per trial. We conducted 500 simulations from the posterior distribution of the parameters of the model and plotted the
median and 95% confidence interval of the simulated data. PD stands for panic disorder patients, and HC stands for healthy controls
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analysis, low levels of “bPerception” can lead to suboptimal risk

taking (Figure 1d); however, unlike the cases with low “prior” or

“bLearning,” if an imaginary patient has low “bPerception,” he or she

may never reach the appropriate level of risk‐taking behavior, and

their behavior seems to have a lower asymptote. This phenomenon

can help interpret real‐life situations in which a PD patient is con-

cerned with a panic attack when boarding an airplane and has

“perceptual bias”; even if he or she has seen the plane fly many times

without an accident (i.e., evidence for safety), he or she cannot ap-

propriately update his or her belief regarding the probability of an

accident and avoids or is restricted in taking planes. Patients actually

report that “It is still hard to get there although I have not experi-

enced a panic attack when I take a plane”. A similar explanation for

another phobic symptom, such as agoraphobia, which is commonly

accompanied by PD, is possible (Roest et al., 2019). The patients who

suffer from agoraphobia experience anxiety about being in places or

situations that are considered, in the event of a panic attack or panic‐
like symptoms, difficult to escape from or to receive help in; this can

occur regardless of a real threat or in a safe environment, and they

continuously try to avoid those situations before fear extinction can

occur (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).

Recently, the growing field of computational psychiatry has

sought to use theory‐driven approaches to explain psychiatric phe-

nomena, sometimes termed “the mathematical embodiment of hy-

potheses” (Wilson & Collins, 2019). With respect to anxiety, this

effort has been successfully helped with a precise and mechanistic

understanding of anxiety patients’ risk aversion, avoidance, and fas-

ter learning of negative outcomes (Aylward et al., 2019; Charpentier

et al., 2017; Mkrtchian et al., 2017). In particular, this kind of ap-

proach is hoped to help clinicians make decisions regarding

therapeutic plans in cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) whose

efficacy on anxiety disorder has been widely studied and well‐proven
(Gould et al., 1995; Hallion & Ruscio, 2011; Hofmann & Smits, 2008;

Sanchez‐Meca et al., 2010). One effective treatment strategy for PD

is exposure therapy or its combination with cognitive restructuring

(Sanchez‐Meca et al., 2010). The results of computational modeling,

such as the identification of this perceptual bias parameter, could

allow clinicians to focus on which specific cognitive bias occurs during

exposure, provide cognitive restructuring strategies to the patients,

and monitor the therapeutic outcomes as objective and observable

behavioral markers. Our results suggest that “bPerception” is cor-

related with state rather than trait anxiety, and we suggest the

possibility of monitoring the disease state, although further valida-

tion is needed. This potential strength of the computational modeling

approach can connect observable behavior and the underlying cog-

nitive computations in the brain and can thus shed light on refining

the target of cognitive behavioral therapy interventions (Aylward

et al., 2019; Pine, 2017).

Two papers reported a significant correlation between the BART

AMP score and anxiety symptoms in patients with social anxiety,

which was not significant in our results, although it is difficult to

directly compare the results from these studies with ours because of

the differences in the study population and the inclusion of in-

dividuals with social anxiety disorder (Lorian & Grisham, 2010;

Maner et al., 2007). Since this paper is the first study using BART to

explore behavioral patterns and models of individuals with PD, we

may expect somewhat different behavioral results in relation to

other types of anxiety disorders.

In addition to anxiety symptoms, the “bPerception” parameter

showed a negative correlation between BDI scores, which means

the more depressed the individual was, the more the pessimistic

representation of the perceptual evidence was. A similar pessi-

mistic interpretation of the observed evidence has been

discovered using the reinforcement paradigm in depressed

patients, in which depressed patients assigned a smaller value to

the observed “reward,” which has been captured by the “reward

sensitivity” term in the learning model (Chen et al., 2015).

However, anxiety is commonly comorbid with depressive

symptoms (Watson, 2005), and our findings cannot be generalized

to patients with depression only.

F IGURE 4 Parameter estimation results. (a) The graph shows mean estimates of the four parameters in the model plotted separately for
anxiety patients and healthy controls. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). (b,c) The graphs show the correlation
between the “bPerception” parameter and SAI (State Anxiety Inventory) and BDI‐II (Beck Depression Inventory) scores in the anxiety patient

group. The blue dots indicate patients with panic disorder (n = 31), and red asterisks indicate patients with comorbid panic and general anxiety
disorder (n = 9). *p < .05
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Another advantage of our modeling results was that we used the

same task that has been used in many previous studies (Lejuez

et al., 2002; Maner et al., 2007; Rolison et al., 2012), and it will be

convenient to validate our research results simply by fitting our

model to other researchers' own data, which is important in the era

of the “replication crisis” (Maxwell et al., 2015). We fitted our model

to an open data set and showed that the model fit comparably well in

ADHD, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder patients, suggesting that

our model could provide an example of trans‐system or multidomain

computational models.

5 | LIMITATIONS

There are several limitations in this study. First, our sample

included only patients with PD with or without comorbid GAD, but

other types of anxiety disorders specifically need to be in-

vestigated. Second, most patients who participated in this study,

with the exception of four patients, were medicated. Although we

found no correlation between the medication dosages and

parameters, this result cannot prove the lack of a medication

effect. CBT and pharmacotherapies have different therapeutic

mechanisms and long‐term effects (Otto et al., 2010; Smits

et al., 2006), and it is essential to further investigate whether the

parameters in medication‐naïve patients are different from those

in medication‐free patients to confirm the presence of a con-

founding effect of medication or to investigate whether there are

differences in the parameter profiles among patients treated with

CBT alone, medication alone, or a combination of both to disen-

tangle the separate and additive effects of each intervention.

Third, the screening for neuropsychiatric disorders to identify

subjects for the healthy control group was not performed by

structured or semi‐structured in‐depth psychiatric interviews,

which could have increased the risk that participants with sub-

clinical or preclinical mental illness were included in our healthy

control group. Fourth, the relatively poor parameter recovery re-

sults of “bLearning” can be a limitation of the model. Further

studies aiming to improve the model parameterization to capture

the leaning bias may be beneficial. Fifth, some behaviors are not

well‐captured by the model, such as the sharp decrease in trial 3 in

panic disorders. We expect better models in the future that

capture real patients’ behavior. Finally, regarding the methodolo-

gical aspects, we did not use the hierarchical Bayesian method

since we wanted other researchers to fit their BART behavioral

data to our suggested model, or to fit the data from a hetero-

geneous population or even one participant to our model, and

potentially use the findings as a marker for anxiety.
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